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HOW TO IMPROVE ENGLISH WRITING SKILLS 
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Navoiy voliyati Xatirchi tumani 77- maktabning ingliz tili fani o‘qituvchisi  

 

Annotation: This article discusses ways to improve writing skills in English. And the 

stages of this process will be discussed. 
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Writing is one of the most important skills that learners of English as a second 

language, especially students and working professionals, need to master. This is because, 

unlike speaking exercises, when you write, you leave an indelible mark on your 

language. 

Errors in spelling, grammar and word choice are immediately evident. And while 

literacy skills are not a reflection of intelligence or knowledge, poor writing can result in 

a student receiving lower grades, even if they know a lot about the subject matter. In a 

professional context, people may see you as lazy or unreliable if you send poorly written 

emails full of errors. 

They may also assume that your English speaking skills are quite poor, although 

this may or may not be the case. That's why it's important to improve your English 

writing skills before they get in the way of your full potential at school or in the 

workplace. 

Fortunately, the more often you write, the easier it will be to access the English 

you are looking for and express yourself accurately and fluently. Researchers know that 

if you write well in your native language, chances are you will also write well in English. 

This is because the strategy uses translations. However, you can always learn to be 

a more strategic writer and improve your skills by taking classes. 

A composition course, even designed for native speakers, will help you improve 

how you react to different texts, organize your ideas, and combine vocabulary, 

grammar, and tone to improve your writing. Spelling and fluency when it comes to the 

actual process of putting words on paper can be improved by taking an online course. 

Keep in mind that you cannot learn to write overnight. It's a process, and the more 

you write and get feedback on your writing, the stronger you become. 

How writing works 

Reading is a receptive skill that requires a person to understand the language input 

they are exposed to. In writing, students should really create meaning and create their 

own language. This is why writing is so difficult, even for native speakers. 

It starts with translating ideas into language and moving them around so the 

reader can follow your thoughts. What follows is a revision process to find the most 

accurate and compelling wording that clearly and concisely states the ideas. Finally, you 
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need to make sure there are no grammatical, spelling, or format errors that will distract 

the reader from what you are saying. 

Top Tips for Better English Writing 

Top Tips for Improving English Writing Skills 

Start with a mind map. A great way to prepare the ground for writing an article is to 

brainstorm ideas related to your topic and use all the English you need to express 

yourself. Try to create a mental map in which you write down all the prior knowledge 

you have on a given subject in the form of markers and indicate the facts or opinions 

that you would like to include. You can also make a list of English vocabulary words to 

help you formulate your thoughts. 

Use an outline. A blank page can be intimidating for even the most experienced 

writers. Give yourself something to work with by laying out the structure of your piece 

ahead of time. Leave placeholders for the introduction, a few paragraphs supporting 

your thesis, and a conclusion, then use your mind map to fill in the details. 

Learn to type. Did you know that we think much faster than we write? Translating 

ideas into a language can be slow and laborious if you're handwriting or searching for 

individual letters, one key at a time. You may lose your train of thought and/or become 

frustrated with the writing mechanism. But you can automate the process and help your 

thoughts flow freely through your fingertips and onto the screen by learning how to type 

with touch. You will not only be faster, but also more accurate. 

Review, review and review again. Writing is a process that involves putting together 

a sentence and then going back to what was written before. You want to be sure that 

your ideas make sense in a certain order and that you have used many different 

vocabulary words and phrases to express yourself. When you write on a computer, you 

can use the same document for your mind map, sketch, and initial sketch. The ability to 

copy, paste, and delete means it's much easier to make changes. Keep writing and 

reviewing until you are happy with your draft. 

Have a native speaker proofread your work. Everyone makes mistakes when 

writing. This is because when you focus on text for so long, it becomes difficult to see 

errors. 
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